Sit-to-Stand Desk Options
KCDA offers a variety of sit to stand desks, tables and workstations to encourage healthy movement throughout the day. KCDA has
over 70 furniture manufacturers on contract, so if these choices don’t work for you chances are we can find one that does.

Furniture
Contracts
That
Ergotron
Desktop Sit-to-Stand
Workstation

Save You Time and Money

Adjusts 15” High
Enjoy standing or sitting as you work, switching positions whenever you choose.
This stable workstation sits right on top of most surfaces 24 inches deep or larger, no
mounting or clamping required. System easily lifts straight up and down to minimize
intrusion into the workspace. Provides 15 inches of easy height adjustment. Set one
or two monitors or a monitor and laptop directly onto the work surface. Supports 10 to
35 pounds of external weight. The keyboard platform moves in tandem with the work
surface and is positioned 4.5” below it. Dark grey top and a black frame. Ships fully
assembled, no tool adjustments needed. Ergotron, No Substitute.
74133...................35” Wide x 23” Deep Work Surface.........$439.00

AlphaBetter Stand-Up Desk

Adjusts 26” to 42” High
Designed for students in grades 3-12, this desk easily adjusts to allow students the
choice to stand or sit while in the classroom. The footrest allows students to swing their
feet providing extra movement to burn off excess energy. Lower shelf provides additional
storage of books and supplies. The top is beige MDF, the steel frame is black powder
coated for durability. Safco, No Substitute.
71099...................28” Wide x 20” Deep Work Surface...........................................................................$219.00

Luxor Sit to Stand Desk

Adjusts 2-91/2” to 47-1/4” High
This sit to stand desk adjust with a hand crank. The top has a dark walnut laminate and
trim. The durable steel frame with powder coat paint is silver. Luxor, No Substitute.
74109...................47-1/4 Wide x 29-1/2” Deep Work Surface...............................................................$394.50

Innovate Jr. Seated or Standing Student Desk

Adjusts 30” to 40” High
These sit to stand desks feature pneumatic lifting with a foot control that will lock anywhere within the height
range. The frame is made with durable heavy gauge steel with a powder epoxy finish, includes a backpack
hook and heavy duty casters that lock. The desktop is eight sided with a performance collaborative grey glace
finish.. Horizon, No Substitute.
71801...................28” Wide x 18” Deep Work Surface.........Desk Only.........................................................................Call for Pricing
71803...................28” Wide x 18” Deep Work Surface.........Desk with Book Binder Rack............................................Call for Pricing
71804...................28” Wide x 18” Deep Work Surface.........Desk with Full Book Box..................................................Call for Pricing

Flex Sit-to-Stand Desks

Adjusts 19” to 30” High
The top is a grey nebula laminate with T-mold in black with a black powder coat finish on the frame. Cords can
be hidden with the wire management tray. (CPU Holder not included). Smith System. No Substitute.
74804...................48” Wide x 24” Deep...............................Single Student................................................................................. $315.00
74807...................72” Wide x 24” Deep...............................Double Student............................................................................... $422.25

Innovate Series Sit to Stand Table

Adjusts 28” to 41-1/2” High
This sit to stand desk has a pneumatic foot release for a height adjustable work surface.
The desk surface is wild cherry laminate with a 3mm PVC edge and the frame has a
silver epoxy finish. Horizon, No Substitute.
71802...................48” Wide x 24” Deep.................................................................................................$843.00

HAT Electric Adjustable Tables

Adjusts 23-3/4”to 49” High
The surface on this table is fusion maple laminate with light grey 3mm PVC edging, includes surface mounted
power module with 2 power receptacles, 1 USB charge and 1 open data are included. The height of these
tables adjust using an electric motor. HAT, No Substitute.
72179...................30” Deep x 60” Wide...............................Rectangular..................................................................................... $899.00
72177...................48” Wide x 72” Long x 60” Deep.............L-Shape........................................................................................ $1,299.00

Flex Adjustable Sit to Stand Table

Adjusts 24” to 50” High
This table has a maple top and a silver base, The controls are digital programmable, with
a dual motor system. Electrical. MTM Industries, No Substitute.
74111....................60” Wide x 30” Deep.................................................................................................$798.00

Pricing on this flyer are subject to change without notice.
Current pricing and additional products are listed on
Supply Link, login at www.kcda.org.
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